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Message from the Editor

With the fast growth of IoT technology, new reliability concerns also emerged. Among the new concerns, we will study two particularly interesting topics in this issue including IoT critical infrastructure and computer security education.

On the first topic, P. A. Laplante of Penn State University presents an article "Critical Infrastructure Systems and the Internet of Things" to discuss the considerations for IoT applications that involve or interact with critical systems. In the forthcoming IoT age, traditional security concerns have been extended to threaten new kinds of devices and systems. Fu-Hau Hsu introduces in his article "Is Your Vehicle Controlled by You?" that the new threat can be physically harmful when a vehicle is hijacked given that hacking is done against vehicular computers. Wireless networks are part of the critical infrastructure in the IoT age. To illustrate an applicable testbed for security analysis, Borting Chen and Yu-Lun Huang's article "Launching a Security Testbed for Wireless Networks with Extensibility to Support Mobile Experiments" presents relevant concepts, case studies, performance measurement, and war-driving experiments.

Computer security education has been a hot topic for decades. Foreseeing the trend, computer security becomes even more important in the IoT age since the large-quantity and the heterogeneity of devices make security and reliability problems more and more complex. An article "Tool, Technique, and Tao in Computer Security Education." provided by Zhenkai Liang and Jian Mao discusses fundamental concepts and the right methodology for computer security education. It points out a good direction for the students who are facing the fast-changing security landscape. "CTF: Alternative Training for Offensive Security", the last article in this issue written by Chung-Kuan Chen and myself, describes an alternative way for computer security education. Traditional security education is insufficient for offensive security. Most security courses are designed from the defender’s perspective, and have a big gap from the real world problems in practice. The emerging contest Catch-The Flag (CTF) can complement the traditional education for security training. In a CTF contest, competitors will try to solve security problems that are close to real world problems, or attack competitors' systems with a wide range of knowledge of skills.

I sincerely invite you to read the interesting articles in this issue, and provide us with your comments and feedback. Happy reading.

Shiuhyung Winston Shieh
Editor-in-Chief, IEEE Reliability
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Critical Infrastructure Systems and the Internet of Things

Phillip A. Laplante
Pennsylvania State University
plaplante@psu.edu

Abstract — Over the last few years there have been many publications in the technical literature and popular press heralding spectacular applications of the Internet of Things (IoT). In fact, the IEEE has several publications and a major strategic initiative involving the IoT and the Reliability Society has been actively involved in this work [1]. The US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) also has a significant initiative on IoT, and I have been participating in this work. Based on my own work with NIST and my work in licensing of software engineers in the US e.g. [2], I want to discuss some considerations for IoT applications that involve or interact with critical systems.

Keywords — internet of things, IoT, critical systems

I. INTRODUCTION

IoT systems contain specialized sensors, computing devices and actuators operating in some environment. Jeff Voas has proposed a more formal model for an IoT based on a set of primitives [3]:

1. sensor – an electronic utility that digitally measures physical properties such as temperature, acceleration, weight, sound (e.g. cameras and microphones),
2. snapshot -- an instant in time,
3. cluster -- a grouping of sensors that can appear and disappear instantaneously,
4. aggregator – a software implementation based on mathematical function(s) that transforms sensor data into intermediate data,
5. weight – the degree to which a particular sensor’s data will impact an aggregator’s computation,
6. communication channel – any medium by which data is transmitted (e.g. wireless or wired),
7. external utility (eUtility) – a software or hardware product or service which executes processes or feeds data into the overall dataflow of the NoT,
8. decision trigger -- creates the final result or results from data concentrations and any other data needed to satisfy the purpose and requirements of a specific NoT [3].

This formal framework is already proving to be quite useful in characterizing systems, helping identify gaps during requirements elicitation, proving properties of the system, and helping engineers to design test cases, among many other uses.

Although relatively new, there are many deployed instances of IoTs. Typical applications include smart homes, smart cities, automobiles, and critical infrastructure systems such as water treatment, power generation and distribution. Many of these systems are experimental and small in scale as platform builders and end users are still learning about the challenges of building real IoT systems. From my discussions with implementers of real, industrial strength IoT systems, I learned that one of the biggest challenges is the difficulty in meeting the hyped capabilities promised by pundits. For example, achieving desired levels of availability and reliability for even the simplest IoT system is quite challenging. So when we consider and IoT for a critical infrastructure IoT systems we need to be very careful about the gap between theory and reality since the consequences of failed critical systems can be significant.

II. CRITICAL SYSTEMS

The notion of a “critical” system is subjective, even if we base our definition on the degree to which a failure affects humans. For example, it is clear that a system failure at a nuclear plant could have mortal consequences. But it is not so clear for some kind of financial system hack that results in significant loss of funds— while no physical injury results, the impact on the lives of those who lost their savings would be significant, even “critical.” For the purposes of this discussion, let’s consider critical systems to include:

- telecommunication infrastructure,
- water supply,
- electrical power system,
- oil and gas,
- road transportation,
- railway transportation,
- air transportation
- banking and financial services,
- public safety services,
- healthcare system,
- administration and public services.
This list is not arbitrary -- it’s based on a US Congressional Report [4]. My own research interests include IoT systems in healthcare, for example, to assist patients with Alzheimer’s disease.

Designers and builders need to take special precautions to ensure the safety of critical systems. But what about non-critical systems that might inadvertently interact with a critical system in an IoT and cause a catastrophic failure? Even if a certain IoT is not intended for a critical application the potential for unforeseen interaction with a life critical system is possible. In fact the IEEE definition of IoT concedes the notion that all system in an IoT might be connected: “The Internet of Things (IoT) is a computing concept where all things, including every physical object, can be connected - making those objects intelligent, programmable and capable of interacting with humans.”

This scenario is very likely. In one demonstration, “hackers” where able to take control of the braking apparatus of a Jeep car, causing it to crash. But the attack vector was through software written to control the audio system [5]. And the Online Trust Alliance (OTA), whose members include Microsoft, Symantec, and Verisign, warn about this kind of problem and have published guidelines in this regard [6]. I would go further and suggest that every IoT system needs to be engineered as if it is a life critical system because of the potential for interaction (either planned or inadvertent) with a critical one.

III. FAILURE / FAULT DATABASE

To help systems designers building critical applications in the IoT we need a national database for IoT incident and vulnerabilities, similar to the National Vulnerability Database hosted by NIST [7]. We could use the NIST primitive set to key the database items. Such a database could:

1. help requirements engineers to anticipate hazards, write misuse and abuse cases, and create antipatterns,
2. assist designers in the IoT create more fault tolerant systems
3. facilitate creation of sensor fusion algorithms and techniques for dealing with uncertain data,
4. enable prognostic health management in sensor networks,
5. guide test engineers in developing test cases,
6. help users of the IoT understand the limitations of real systems.

And there would many other uses.

As a step in this direction and as part of my work with NIST, my son and I have created an experimental database of reported sensor failures in deployed IoT applications. Some of the reports are fascinating, for example, sensors being submerged by 100 year flood levels in an environmental IoT. The site is in the alpha testing phase, enters beta testing soon and will be made public by the end of the year.

In the meantime, if you have direct involvement with a deployed IoT and it has experienced some kind of sensor failure -- whether due to device physics, environmental factors, mishap, or whatever -- I’d like to include that information in the sensor failure database. If you are interested, please email me and I will send you details. If requested, certain information can be kept confidential.
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Is Your Vehicle Controlled by You?

Fu-Hau Hsu  
National Central University  
husfh@csie.ncu.edu.tw

Abstract — To increase the vehicle security and the comfort of drivers and passengers, many electronic devices, embedded systems, and vehicle computers have been added to automobiles to control the automobiles and various devices. However, ironically, research shows that attackers can take over the control of a moving vehicle from its driver through wireless networks by compromising these electronic devices or vehicle computers. Even though the anti-virus industry and security researchers have developed many approaches, such as anti-virus software and patches, to defend a system against malware and computer attacks, these approaches are not suitable for vehicle computer security, because they are not able to provide real-time defense and achieve zero-tolerance upon false positives and false negatives. In this new battlefield, for security researchers and security industry, there are plenty of tough battles ahead of them.

Keywords — Vehicle Security, Vehicle Computer, Car Hijacking.

When security industry is doing their best to provide a secure and reliable environment for desktop, laptop, and smartphone users, a much more vital security problem, vehicle computer security, is emerging, which may not only cause life-threatening problems but also become a powerful tool for terrorists or criminals.

In a demonstration [1] made in 2015, Charlie Miller and Chris Valasek showed that through Internet and wireless connections, they can easily remotely control a Jeep Cherokee driven by a human user. In other words, just using a laptop, they remotely disabled a driver’s capability to control his Jeep and got full control of the dashboard functions, steering, brakes, and transmission of that car. Besides, they also obtained the Jeep’s GPS coordinates, which leaked the positions of the Jeep. This demonstration proves that Checkoway et al. [2]'s 2011 work is not paranoid speculation and can be further enhanced.

In the above demonstration, Miller and Valasek utilized the vulnerability in an electronic control unit (ECU) of a Jeep to rewrite the firmware of a chip with their own code. Based on the instructions issued by them, the code used the CAN bus [3, 4] to send commands to the physical components, such as the engine and wheels, to hijack the Jeep. As vehicles incorporate more electronics to provide more functions to their users, more vulnerabilities are also unwittingly introduced to vehicles. As a result, nowadays, car thieves can utilize a completely different approach [5] to steal cars, especially keyless cars. For example, a car thief can use a device to physically access a car’s OBD (on-board diagnostics) connector to collect unsecured key code. With the key code, the thief can quickly create a new car key and use the new key to start the car engine and drive it away.

Even though the above situations have inspired lawmakers’ intention to make related bills and set new digital security standards for cars and trucks [6], the fundamental solution still should come from technology. However, due to having different hardware, software, and communication protocols in an automobile and zero tolerance upon false negatives, the traditional antivirus models or patch mechanisms may not be suitable for vehicle computers or vehicle embedded systems. First of all, in a traditional antivirus model, it may take a couple of weeks to obtain a signature of a zero-day malicious program. And it may take several months to find a vulnerability of a program. Besides, extra time is required to obtain related patch. However, this time period is too long for vehicles. After all, an unfixed vehicle is vulnerable to car hijack. A hijacked car may result in life-threatening problems and cause huge panic upon the public. Moreover, even if a signature or a patch is created, it is not easy to dispatch them to all related antivirus systems or software on automobiles. Automobile manufacturers usually recall faulty cars and ask their technicians to use special devices to fix problems. However, the recall-and-fix pattern means that some cars may remain unfixed because their owners may ignore or do not know a recall. The patterns also means that it needs to take a much longer time to fix software vulnerability or add a malware signature to an antivirus system in a vehicle. As a result, if we do not develop new approaches...
to handle vehicle computer security problems, it is very likely that cars with unpatched software or cars with un-updated antivirus software may be full of the streets, which creates a serious security problem.

We believe that Checkoway et al., Miller, and Valasek just unveiled a new type of critical security threats that will last for a long period of time. In this new battlefield, for security researchers and security industry, there are plenty of tough battles ahead of them.
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Launching a Security Testbed for Wireless Networks with Extensibility to Support Mobile Experiments

Borting Chen
National Chiao Tung University
bortingchen.ece98g@nctu.edu.tw

Yu-Lun Huang
National Chiao Tung University
ylhuang@cn.nctu.edu.tw

Abstract—Creating a wireless testbed for security analysis is more difficult than creating a wired one because it could face stricter challenges in isolating radio signals, guaranteeing fidelity, relocating devices, reproducing or scaling up an experiment. To handle these challenges, we redesign a wireless testbed called Secure Wireless Overlay Observation Network (SWOONv2) for security experiments. SWOONv2 tackles the aforesaid challenges by emulating wireless networks over wired networks. SWOONv2 uses a virtual wireless network interface, which transmit and receives wireless packets over Ethernet cables to guarantee isolation and fidelity during an experiment and to support the scalability requirement. SWOONv2 also adopts a wireless network simulator to simulate the distance between devices and the signal attenuation during transmission, and to support device relocation in order to reproduce a specific experiment. In the paper, two case studies, performance measurement and wardriving experiment, are presented to demonstrate how SWOONv2 supports isolation, fidelity, relocation, repeatability and scalability for wireless security analysis. We also discuss the extensibility of SWOONv2 in an LTE (Long Term Evolution) network for security tests and analysis.

Keywords—Network Testbed, Wireless Security

I. INTRODUCTION

Security analysis is essential when developing network applications, protocols, and systems because the cost of repairing a security flaw is enormous. HP’s study [1] shows that fixing defects of software after deployment is twice or more expensive than fixing them during development. Owing to this, researchers generally run various security tests before releasing their development. A test network is hence required to allow researchers to implement their development and conduct test experiments.

In the past few years, various approaches have been presented to create a test network for wireless security analysis, such as network simulation and network emulation. Among these approaches, network simulation is widely accepted by wireless researchers because it can provide an experimental environment without creating a real network. Network emulation which runs simulation in conjunction with real network hardware can create an emulated wireless network in a laboratory environment and provide more fidelity for tests and analysis. Researchers can implement protocols and applications on real network devices to evaluate their development against security requirements due to real network devices are used in a test. Once a test case is tested under practical conditions, researchers can ensure that their development can perform as expected in a real network.

Though network emulation can provide many benefits for security analysis, the available resources of a test network limit the scale of an experiment. To improve the scalability, some researchers federate resources of multiple test networks to form a “testbed” [2], [3], [4]. A testbed can share its resources with fellow researchers and support concurrent experiments. Some testbeds also support flexible configuration like a network simulator, allowing a user to create a test network that has arbitrary topologies to meet different testing requirements.

In general, constructing a testbed should meet several requirements, such as fidelity, isolation, scalability, etc. [5]. When designing a secure wireless testbed, some of the requirements should face a stricter constraint to support security analysis, as listed below.
TABLE 1: COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT TESTBEDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Emulab</th>
<th>Orbit</th>
<th>MiNT-m</th>
<th>Mobile Emulab</th>
<th>CMU testbed</th>
<th>ASSERT</th>
<th>SWOON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isolation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relocation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>Δ'</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeatability</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Δ'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1: The distance between wireless devices is simulated by adjusting signal strength.
2: Link-layer emulation is not well supported.
3: Using two machines to emulate a wireless device halves the scalability of SWOON.

II. THE EXISTING WIRELESS TESTBEDS

Various approaches have been proposed in previous work to fulfill the above requirements when designing a wireless testbed for security analysis. This section lists several wireless testbeds presented in the past few years:

- **Emulab** [6] deploys wireless devices in a building to allow a user to allocate them for experiments. These wireless devices are immovable and could be interfered by the public wireless network during an experiment.
- **ORBIT** [7] builds a grid of wireless devices and realizes device roaming by transferring the state of a virtual device from one physical device to another. However, no isolation mechanism is adopted between wireless devices makes the testbed hard to partition its resources for concurrent experiments.
- **MiNT-m** [8] and **Mobile Emulab** [9] use robots to provide mobility for wireless devices. However, the space for roaming is restricted by the room size where the testbeds are located.
- **CMU testbed** [10] and **ASSERT** [11] connect the antenna of a wireless device to an FPGA board and leverage signal attenuation to simulate the distance between wireless devices. Although connecting antennas to an FPGA board isolates the test environment from interference, the scale of an experiment is still limited by the number of attenuators that the FPGA board supports.
- **SWOON** [12] uses two wired machines to emulate a wireless device. One machine runs an OS and applications of the device and the other machine emulates a wireless interface for the device. Such a design halves the scalability of a testbed. Besides, some link-layer analysis, such as analyzing wireless headers, cannot be performed on SWOON because the two machines communicate with Ethernet protocol.

Emulab and Orbit install real wireless devices for conducting experiments, which implies the relative distance between devices cannot be adjusted to fulfill the relocation requirement. Emulab and Orbit satisfy the fidelity and scalability requirements, but fail to fulfill isolation and repeatability requirements because the experiment devices are installed in public space without any protection. MiNT-m and Mobile Emulab address the relocation requirement by adopting robots to support mobility, but still suffer from isolation and repeatability problems. CMU testbed and ASSERT leverage FPGA boards to support isolation and repeatability for wireless experiments, but sacrifice the scalability of an experiment. SWOON addresses most of the testbed requirements, but it still has room for improvements in fidelity and scalability. Table I compares the above testbeds in terms of the requirements mentioned in the previous section.
Because SWOON uses wired devices to emulate wireless devices, SWOON can be used to conduct an experiment adopting hybrid networking technologies. The next section introduces a revision of SWOON (SWOONv2) that supports link-layer emulation, reduces the cost in scaling up an experiment, and emulates hybrid networks for more test scenarios. (In the following sections, SWOONv1 is used to represent the research in [12] and SWOONv2 is used to indicate our new design. If only SWOON is presented, it means the description is valid for both versions.)

III. SWOONv2

SWOON is a comprehensive and flexible testbed designed for large-scale wired and wireless experiments. It provides an isolated environment for security experiments and guarantees no interference among the experiments. To support performance measurement with physical hardware constraints, SWOON uses real machines to emulate network devices including wired and wireless devices. A tester can rent machines from SWOON and construct arbitrary network topologies for the machines to meet the test requirements.

Taking DETER [5] as basis, SWOON inherits DETER’s infrastructure, management functions, and security mechanisms to provide wired network emulation. In addition, SWOON emulates a wireless network interface (WNIC) on an experiment machine to support wireless network emulation. As described in Section II, SWOONv1 can fulfill most requirements listed in Section I, but it does not support the link-layer emulation and needs double costs in constructing an experiment, which hurts the scalability mentioned in Section I. The following paragraphs explain how we revise SWOONv1 to better fulfill the fidelity and scalability requirements.

- **Wired Network Emulation**
  Similar to SWOONv1, SWOONv2 also emulates a wired network by connecting devices of the same subnet to a VLAN. Packets are generated and routed inside the VLAN to allow a user to monitor real network traffic and conduct performance measurement. The VLAN technology also provides isolation for different experiments and for different subnets in an experiment. This enables a tester to conduct high-risk experiments in SWOONv2, such as analyzing the behavior of malware.

- **Wireless Network Emulation**
  Wireless traffic is transmitted over radio waves, hence, wireless packets can be picked up by any receiver within the radio coverage. This makes a wireless experiment hard to be isolated. To faithfully emulate the broadcast characteristic while ensuring isolation, SWOONv2 installs a Virtual WINC on the experiment machines for emulating a wireless device. The Virtual WINC transmits and receives wireless packets through a dedicated VLAN, which emulates the transmission medium of a wireless network. The dedicated VLAN can emulate different types of network according to the testing requirements. When forwarding a wireless packet to the dedicated VLAN, the Virtual WINC encapsulates the packet with an Ethernet header containing a broadcast IP address. The dedicated VLAN is then treated as a wireless transmission medium, which broadcasts the packet to all Virtual WINCs connecting to the dedicated VLAN. In order to simulate radio coverage, a Wireless Network Simulator (wnSim) is installed inside each Virtual WINC to help determine the reachability of wireless packets. The wnSim allows a user to set up a location for each experiment machine in a virtual space to simulate the distance between wireless devices. When receiving a wireless packet from the dedicated VLAN, the wnSim invoked and the signal attenuation is calculated in terms of the distance between the sender and the receiver. If the receiver is out of sender’s transmission range, the wnSim will drop this packet. Such a design helps a user to set up a wireless experiment without any spatial constraint and relocate experiment machines during an experiment.

SWOONv2 leverages the VLAN technology to emulate different types of network and construct network topologies required in an experiment. The VLAN technology creates a Faraday cage-like environment, shields the emulated wireless network from signal interference, and prevents wireless traffic from being leaked to public networks. Emulating wireless networks over VLANs also facilitates SWOONv2 to support scalability. A user who wants to create a larger experiment can simply connect more wireless devices to the dedicated VLAN without considering hardware constraints. Additionally, the emulated WNIC mentioned above acts as a real WNIC in processing wireless packets, which can support the link-layer emulation and improve the fidelity of SWOONv2. Only one machine is required to emulate a wireless device also mitigates the emulation cost presented in SWOONv1 and improves the scalability.

IV. APPLICATIONS

In the following paragraphs, two security analysis conducted on SWOONv2 are presented. The first case describes a performance measurement test, and we also depict how an experiment is set up on SWOONv2 in this case study. In the second case, a wardriving experiment is presented, and we adopt a network sniffing tool to monitor wireless transmission and analyze the received wireless packets.

A. Case I: Performance Measurement

In the first case, an emulated network is created to measure the performance of an 802.1X authentication protocol, One-time key Secure Network Protocol (OSNP) [13]. This experiment demonstrates that SWOONv2 can fulfill the fidelity requirement in measuring performance.

- **Setup**
  Creating an experiment on SWOONv2 involves three steps: (1) design a network topology used in a real-world experiment, (2) map the real-world topology to a SWOON experiment topology, and then (3) describe the experiment topology in a Tcl/Tk script. To create an experiment for testing OSNP, we first design a real-world topology, which contains the following network devices:
  - KDC1 and KDC2 are key distribution centers (KDCs) for authentication.
  - SS1 and SS2 are service servers.
  - Switch1 and Switch2 connect devices of LAN and WAN respectively.

  - [rel:SWOONv2](http://example.com)

  - [VLAN](http://example.com)

  - [WNIC](http://example.com)

  - [wnSim](http://example.com)

  - [Faraday cage](http://example.com)

  - [signal interference](http://example.com)

  - [signal attenuation](http://example.com)

  - [wireless traffic](http://example.com)

  - [VLAN technology](http://example.com)

  - [wireless networks](http://example.com)

  - [scale up an experiment](http://example.com)

  - [VLAN technology](http://example.com)

  - [Faraday cage](http://example.com)

  - [signal interference](http://example.com)

  - [signal attenuation](http://example.com)

  - [wireless traffic](http://example.com)

  - [VLAN technology](http://example.com)

  - [wireless networks](http://example.com)

  - [scale up an experiment](http://example.com)

  - [VLAN technology](http://example.com)

  - [Faraday cage](http://example.com)

  - [signal interference](http://example.com)

  - [signal attenuation](http://example.com)

  - [wireless traffic](http://example.com)

  - [VLAN technology](http://example.com)

  - [wireless networks](http://example.com)

  - [scale up an experiment](http://example.com)

  - [VLAN technology](http://example.com)
- WR is a wireless router having two extra NICs connecting to LAN and WAN.
- STA1 and STA2 are wireless stations attempting to associate with the wireless router.

The connections between these network devices are shown in the “Real-World Topology” of Fig. 1 (the upper part). Next, the real-world topology is mapped to a SWOON experiment topology, as the “Experiment Topology” shown in Fig. 1 (the lower part). Each network device in the “Real-World Topology” (except for the switches) is emulated by one experiment machine. Hence, seven experiment machines are required to emulate a wireless router, two wireless stations, two service servers, and two KDC servers. Two VLANs (managed by Switch1 and Switch2) are used to emulate switches and are connected to the wireless router and other wired devices, as the connections shown in the “Real-World Topology.” Finally, an additional VLAN (Wireless) is created to serve as a dedicated VLAN and emulate a wireless network. The wireless router and the wireless stations are connected to the dedicated VLAN for communicating wirelessly.

Based on the “Experiment Topology,” the number of required experiment machines and the connections between VLANs and experiment machines can be determined. The “Experiment Topology” is then described using the Tcl/Tk language and the information is saved in a script file. After submitting the file to SWOONv2, a server allocates experiment machine and configures VLANs on the Experiment Switch. The required experiment network is hence created.

### Results

To measure the time cost of the authentication process, the *wpa_supplicant* [14] is installed on the wireless stations and is patched to support OSNP. A daemon is also implemented in the wireless router and the KDC servers to provide OSNP authentication. During the experiment, the wireless stations try to associate with the router and the time cost of the authentication process is measured. Tables II lists the number of exchanged messages and the time cost of OSNP. We also compare the results with the performance of other authentication protocols. (The complete results are described in our previous publication [13].) The time cost of authentication is determined by 1) the number of exchanged messages, 2) the processing time on the servers and 3) the transmission delay between experiment machines. Note that, each network device in a SWOON experiment is running by a real machine and real traffic is transmitted among the experiment machines. This shows that the time cost measured in a SWOON experiment is convincing and SWOONv2 is a

![Fig. 1. The topologies for conducting an OSNP experiment: (upper) in real world & (lower) on SWOONv2.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wired Device</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
<th>THE NUMBER OF EXCHANGED MESSAGES AND TIME COST OF AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOLS [13]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OSNP</td>
<td>TLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>Subsequent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messages</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δt (ms)</td>
<td>10.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
favorable choice for measuring the performance of a wireless protocol.

B. Case II: Wardriving Experiment

In the second case, a wardriving experiment is conducted in a wireless network supporting 802.11 and 802.16 protocols to demonstrate that SWOONv2 supports device relocation and isolation.

- Setup

To create a wardriving experiment, we allocate seven machines to emulate two access points (AP1 and AP2), three wireless stations (Alice, Bob, and Eve), one WiMAX base station (BS) and one WiMAX subscriber station (SS). The steps of experiment creation are similar to those of the first case study, except that two dedicated VLANs are allocated: the first for Wi-Fi transmission and the second for WiMAX transmission. Alice, Bob and Eve are equipped with one Virtual WNIC for Wi-Fi communication, and Eve is installed with an additional Virtual WNIC supporting 802.16 protocol. Signal strength and device locations are configured in the wnSim to simulate the signal attenuation during transmission.

- Results

We use the GUI provided by SWOONv2 to track the wireless stations and configure their locations during the experiment. Fig. 2 shows the GUI and the screenshot captured during the experiment. Eve, the eavesdropper, executes `tcpdump` and roams in the virtual space along the dotted line shown in Fig. 2 (a). When reaching point X, Eve can sniff the Wi-Fi sessions sent among Alice, Bob, AP1 and AP2. No WiMAX packet can be received because Eve is out of the transmission range of WiMAX stations. When reaching point Z, only the WiMAX traffic sent between the BS and the SS can be received, and Eve cannot hear the communication between Alice and Bob any more.

The effect of location change is simulated by wnSim. When Eve roams in the virtual space, the wnSim recalculates the virtual distances between Eve and other wireless devices. This causes Eve’s wnSim drops Wi-Fi packets when it roams out of Alice’s and Bob’s transmission ranges. Such an experiment shows that a user can leverage wnSim to deploy devices in an emulated wireless network without any spatial constraint and relocate wireless devices during an experiment.

 life. The sniffing results of Wi-Fi and WiMAX networks are presented in Fig. 2 (b) and (c) respectively. These figures show that 802.11 and 802.16 MAC headers are attached when packets are transmitted in the wVLANs. It also demonstrates that Eve can use `tcpdump` to capture and parse these link-layer frames adequately. This enables a user to run various wireless attacks on SWOONv2, ranging from application layer (e.g. man-in-the-middle attack) to link layer (e.g. de-authentication attack), and use a sniffing tool to analyze the behavior of the wireless attacks.

C. Analysis

We compare SWOONv2 with other wireless testbeds in terms of supporting the two security experiments mentioned above. The comparison results are listed in Table III. All testbeds can support high-fidelity performance measurement in the first case study because real network hardware is used to emulate hardware constraint of a wireless device. However, the results of Emulab, ORBIT, MiNT, and Mobile Emulab may have little deviation because no isolation mechanisms are adopted in these testbeds to prevent an experiment from interference of other experiments. For the second case study, Emulab cannot support the wardriving experiment because its wireless devices are immovable. Though ORBIT can simulate the distance between wireless devices, an eavesdropper can scan wireless devices of other experiments due to the lack of isolation mechanism. MiNT and Mobile Emulab can support the wardriving experiment by deploying robots in an RF shielded room. However, the space for roaming is restricted. Only CMU testbed, ASSERT, and SWOONv2 can support device relocation and guarantee isolation for a wardriving experiment.
CMU testbed, ASSERT, and SWOONv2 fulfill the isolation, fidelity and relocation requirements. But, considering of scalability, CMU testbed and ASSERT have a limitation on the scalability of an experiment, which depends on the number of attenuators installed on the FPGA board. Only SWOONv2 can support the creation of a larger experiment because the wireless transmission medium is emulated using VLAN technology, which can ideally support hundreds of devices and connections. This makes SWOONv2 a better choice for conducting wireless security analysis.

V. DISCUSSION: USING SWOONV2 IN MOBILE NETWORKS

LTE (Long Term Evolution) is a standard for high-speed data communication for mobile phones and devices. An LTE network can be divided to Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN) and Evolved Packet Core (EPC) according to its transmission interfaces [15][16].

E-UTRAN, composed of several User Equipments (UEs) and Evolved Node Base stations (eNB), provides a radio link for a UE to connect to the EPC. A UE uses Uu interface (radio) to communicate with an eNB to attach to the LTE network. According to the radio coverage and transmission power, an eNB can be further classified into Macro, Micro, Pico, and Home eNB (HeNB) [17]. EPC is an all-IP network providing core services to LTE devices. UEs can obtain core service from EPC once they are authenticated via eNBs. If HeNBs are adopted in a LTE network, the HeNB management systems (HeMS) will also be included as part of the EPC network. Fig. 3 [18] shows the LTE network running with HeNBs.

In the specifications of LTE networking technology, many security mechanisms are designed for attack prevention [15][19][20][18]. To ensure that an LTE device can survive from common attacks, the device must be well tested before it is deployed to the real world. For this purpose, two kinds of testing instruments are offered in the existing market: simulation-based and emulation-based. For those simulation-based testing instruments (like ERCOM MobiPass [23], etc.), radio interfaces are provided and real life conditions can be reproduced and tested. A tester can build test scenarios only with the given functional modules. It is difficult for a tester to customize test scenarios (such as security tests). Since SWOONv2 can emulate a large network, SWOONv2 becomes a good candidate for testing LTE devices when running with the emulation-based LTE testing instruments. In the following paragraphs, we discuss how a testbed can be designed with SWOONv2 for LTE devices.

Similar to the way we used in Section IV, SWOONv2 can be used for testing LTE devices if an emulated radio interface is implemented in the WNIC of each mobile device. In case that no WNIC is implemented to emulate the Uu radio interface, a tester can also replace the WNIC with an emulation-based LTE testing instrument.

For example, to test the robustness of a LTE HeNB device against a DoS attack, a tester can emulate the EPC network using SWOONv2 and use an emulation-based testing instrument to emulate the compromised UEs, as illustrated in Fig. 4. In order to exhaust the network bandwidth for stopping normal UEs from obtaining core services, the emulation-based testing instrument (emulating the compromised UEs) can send numerous data via Uu interfaces to HeNBs and then to SWOONv2 (emulating EPC). With such a design, real life conditions can be reproduced and tested via the physical radio interfaces. Besides, by running a monitor in SWOONv2, the tester can monitor the response time and understand how robust the HeNB device is when facing a DoS attack.

VI. CONCLUSION

SWOONv2 gives researchers a way to analyze the security of new wireless protocols or products without building a physical testing network by themselves. SWOONv2 adopts real machines to emulate network devices and allows a user to create arbitrary wireless network topologies without any hardware constraint. SWOONv2 provides strong isolation to shield test networks from interference and prevent test traffic from leaking to the public network, and such a characteristic allows a user to conduct high-risk wireless security experiments on SWOONv2. Although wireless packets are not transmitted through radio waves, SWOONv2 leverages the Ethernet broadcast protocol to broadcast wireless packets in an emulated network. SWOONv2 also simulates the distance between emulated devices and simulates signal

TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testbed</th>
<th>Performance Measurement (Case I)</th>
<th>Wardriving Experiment (Case II)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EmaLab</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORBIT1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MiNITm</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>Δ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Emulab</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMU testbed</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSERT</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWOONv2</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

O: Well supported. Δ: Partially supported. X: Not supported.
attenuation during transmission to support device relocation and experiment reproduction. Benefiting from the support of isolation, fidelity, relocation, repeatability and scalability, a user can validate his/her development against security requirements by conducting an experiment on SWOONv2. The high fidelity that SWOONv2 brings and the controllable testing environment supported by SWOONv2 can help reduce the complexity of test procedures and shorten the time to market for the new wireless protocols or products. SWOONv2 can also be applied to an LTE network for security tests. In the future, we plan to support more communication protocols for Virtual WNICs (such as RLC, PDCP, etc.) and adopt virtualization technology to improve the scalability of SWOONv2. Hopefully, SWOONv2 can become a new impetus for developing wireless technology.
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Abstract - Computer security is a broad subject, covering topics in many subject areas of computer science. Moreover, this large body of knowledge is also actively changing with rapid advancement of computing technologies. In computer security education, students need the right methodology; otherwise they may feel at lost when facing the fast-changing security landscape. In this article, we discuss the approach and experience we had through several years of practice in computer security education. We advocate focusing on the fundamental concepts, to achieve deep understanding and flexible application of security knowledge through repeated reflection.
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I. EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

Educational objectives can be classified into several tiers [1]. Based on this taxonomy, Anderson et al. [2] revises the taxonomy of learning, teaching, and assessing as: Remember, Understand, Apply, Analyze, Evaluate, and Create. It is also a measure of how deep students understand knowledge: they may remember and understand what is the knowledge; they may learn how the knowledge can be applied to solve new problems; ultimately, they may know why the knowledge is created, and thus can analyze and evaluate existing knowledge and create new one. In the Chinese traditional philosophy, the levels of understanding (what, how, and why) are formulated as three corresponding levels of proficiency:

- **Tool** (器): Simple usage of basis of knowledge.
- **Technique** (术): Flexible application of knowledge.
- **Tao** (道): Fundamental understanding beyond the subject area.

Each individual has his/her unique view of the world and own way to learn new knowledge. Learning is a process to digest knowledge and transform it into an internal representation specific to each individual. Therefore, the only way to achieve understanding at the deepest level is through self-reflection, connecting and “compiling” knowledge into the inner representation of each individual.

II. METHODOLOGY FOR LEARNING IN COMPUTER SECURITY

Education of computer security has been actively studied. Many efforts have focused on the curriculum and overall strategy in computer security education, such as the work by Bishop [3] and Moses-Petullo [4]. In addition to theory and abstract knowledge, hands-on practice is a critical aspect of computer security. To this end, Vigna [5] describes experiences in hands-on education of network security using live exercises on a testbed. Du et al. [6] developed a series of experiments for computer security education. They have demonstrated that such hands-on experiments play a key role in deepening students’ understanding.

However, computer security is a fast changing field. Knowledge and tools are often outdated soon after, if not before, they are taught. It is difficult for curriculum and experiments to keep up with the rapid changes. To counter this challenge, we need to guide students to understand beyond the subject knowledge itself, to reach the reason why it is developed, and its connection with other knowledge.

Inspired by the principles of Chinese martial arts, whose ultimate goal is to build up the internal of a person’s mind rather than to train the skills for physical movements, we believe the following principles from Chinese martial arts are inspiring to computer security education:

- **Countering changes with a constant principle** (以不变应万变).
- **Counter force with flexibility** (以柔克刚).

A constant principle leads to deep understanding computer security knowledge, which will embed students with a set of methods to approach a large range of security problems. It also allows students to connect the knowledge well, so that they are flexible and quick in finding solutions.

What is the constant principle that enables flexible applications in computer security? We view computer security as a new way of thinking. For a new topic/area, the students should first focus on understanding how the system works. However, in addition to merely understanding it, they should think in a different angle as an attacker, to see how the system can be compromised, namely **break the system**. Next, it comes to understand the attack for how/why it works. The students can then think as a defender and see how to break the attacks to strengthen the system, namely **break the attack**. This will complete a cycle to bring the system with enhanced security,
which also starts off another cycle of “Understanding (System) - Breaking (System) - Understanding (Attack) - Breaking (Attack).” This learning cycle is summarized in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The learning cycle of computer security.

To equip students with this methodology, we need to guide them to practice; and more importantly, to reflect. In our teaching practice, we show how the cycle happens in many subjects. Taking the buffer overflow attack as an example, we start off by introducing the Intel architecture and illustrating how function call works. Then it is natural for students to “see” the buffer overflow attack by themselves. By analyzing the requirements of buffer overflow attacks, we show how defense solutions, such as stack protector and address space layout randomization (ASLR), break certain requirements of the attack. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Mapping the learning cycle to buffer overflow attacks.

To help students reflect and grasp this methodology, we repeatedly show how to abstract this cycle from many topics in computer security, e.g., software security, web application security, and network security. In this process, they get the opportunity to strengthen their own understanding through the repeated exposures to this learning cycle in the context of many subjects.

III. MISSION OF UNIVERSITY EDUCATION

In today’s information age, many resources and services are readily available for training people, for example, the MOOC (Massively Open Online Courses). The strength of such resources and services is in delivery of knowledge, which is more about the tool and technique aspects of understanding. However, deep understanding at the Tao level needs individual reflection. So in our opinion, one of the unique strengths of university education is in individually guiding students to reflect, so that they can gain true understanding, enabling them to explore and innovate.

Concluding, we believed that one of the key missions of a quality university education is to engage students in actively thinking and reflecting. It can be summarized by the following Chinese proverb: 静思悟道 (Quietly thinking to reflect on Tao)

- Quietly Thinking (静思): The amount of information available to today’s students is a blessing as well as a distraction. We need to teach students how to discard irrelevant or unimportant details so that one can focus on the principle.
- Reflecting on Tao (悟道): We should guide students on how to digest knowledge into their inner representation, achieving understanding at the deepest level.
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Abstract—Offensive security is a concept of defense based on adversary’s mindset. Traditional security education is insufficient for offensive security. Most security courses are designed from the defender’s perspective, and have a big gap from the real world problems in practice. The emerging contest Catch-The Flag (CTF) can complement the traditional education for security training. In a CTF contest, competitors will try to solve security problems that are verisimilar to real world problems. The CTF infrastructure also provides the platform to sharpen competitors’ security skills. There are three types of CTF competition: Jeopardy, Attack and Defense, and King of the Hill. While Jeopardy can cover a wide range of knowledge of skills, such as pwn, reverse engineering, web, forensics, and cryptography. Attack and Defense competition focuses on the entire vulnerability life cycle. In this type of competition, competitors are given green light to attack each other. As a typical example, the target program is first analyzed. If vulnerabilities are discovered, an attacker can develop exploits to compromise other teams’ machines. Meanwhile, to counter the same attack, the vulnerabilities of their own system should be patched. King of the Hill is the variant of Attack and Defense. The longer the competitors can take over the system, the more score they can get. With these different types of CTF competition, the offensive security skills can thus be polished. To encourage automating generation of the defensive system, the DARPA recently launched the Cyber Grand Challenge aimed for the first CTF competition played solely by machines.
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I. OFFENSIVE SECURITY TRAINING

Offensive security, complementary to the traditional defensive security, is the concept of defense based on the comprehension of adversary’s mindset. Consequently, security experts can identify the weaknesses for potential compromise in the whole system, and then accordingly proper defense mechanisms can be chosen and deployed. Offensive security awareness is important even for system and network administrator. Every administrator should learn the concept of offensive security to certain degree. In the software development cycle, programmers should understand common weaknesses that are easy to attack by an adversary. Software programmers should avoid writing programs with weaknesses, such as, buffer overflow, and SQL injection. Similarly, these weaknesses can also be avoided in the code review step if the reviewer understands the intrusive approach taken by the adversary.

For security experts, the importance of offensive security drastically increases in recent years. For penetration testing of a software program, there may exist hundreds of entries potentially vulnerable to attacks. Testing these entries individually is very time consuming, and without the knowledge of adversary’s method the test itself may fail. To effectively discover system vulnerabilities, the penetration testers should be familiar with adversary’s penetration methods.

To achieve offensive security, education for offensive thinking is the first step. However, adversary’s thinking is difficult to learn through traditional courses and education. The thinking of an attacker is opposite to that of a traditional software developer. For the developer, the software construct process starts from software design, followed by program development, and then software testing. In contrast, the adversary hacking starts from software testing to discover vulnerabilities, followed by reverse engineering to understand the software, and finally development of exploits. As a result,
traditional education in compliance with the software construct process fails to cover offensive security. Furthermore, security-related courses only focus on defense rather than offensive security.

The other issue is practice. Similar to traditional software development, practice makes perfect. Adversary skills also require significant effort in practicing. Different skills may be adopted in different situations. The traditional security education often focuses on basic concepts and theory. Little practice is involved in the course. Therefore, the gap between the course and real world problems exists. In addition, the lack of practice is also a problem for offensive security education. Due to the intrusive behavior of hacking skills, it is not a good idea to conduct exercises online in a public network where real systems may be corrupted and malicious behavior is forbidden.

II. CTF: THE WORLD WIDE GAME FOR HACKERS

Capture the Flag (CTF) is a promising solution to offensive security education and talent discovery. In a CTF contest, competitors should think as a hacker and break security problems. Security-related problems are designed and announced to competitors by CTF organizers. The competitors’ goal is to find the flag, a string crafted in a specific format, hidden in the problems via some security exercise.

The first CTF contest, Defcon CTF, started in 1996. Until now, Defcon CTF is still the most important contest in the world. Every year, hundreds of teams participate in the Defcon qualification for the chance to be part of the final contest in Las Vegas. In the Defcon final, a few qualified elite teams compete in the live, face-to-face environment to pursue the championship.

![Figure 1 Trend of CTF and Teams](image)

Besides Defcon CTF, there are many other CTFs [1-20] held around the world, such as SECCOM held in Japan, CodeGate in Korea, RuCTF in Russia, HITCON in Taiwan, and OCTF in China. This indicates that CTF gradually becomes a critical platform for offensive security training. All of these CTFs attract hundreds of teams to participate.

XCTF is the CTF tournament organized in China. In the tournament, a number of CTFs are held at different universities. The front-runners with higher overall ranking are qualified to compete in the XCTF final contest. Among all the CTFs in China, OCTF and BCTF are the world-class competitions. Other CTFs in XCTF are mainly for students in China. CTF teams around the world can still participate in these CTFs. With this high frequency of CTF contests, both experts and students have remarkable opportunities to learn and polish their security skills.

CTF contests are not solely designed for security experts. Different CTFs may target at competitors at different levels. As a beginner of CTF, Backdoor CTF, ASIS CTF, Hack.lu CTF are good choices to enter the world of hacking. On the other hand, DEFCON, PlaidCTF, CodeGate and Ghost in the Shellcode CTF give more advanced and challenging problems to the competitors. Due to the wide range of difficulty, one can find the CTFs suitable for them to learn security skills.

To attract more students to learn security, some CTFs are dedicated to students. Among them, CSAW CTF is designed for undergraduate students to learn skills during the contest. It was the biggest contest in 2014, and more than 18,000 competitors from 75 countries around the world attended. In addition, picoCTF and HSCTF further reach out to high school students. These CTFs help high school students get exposed in the exciting new area.

Even though all the CTF contests aim for security education, each CTF may have its individual goal. For example, PHDays (Positive Hack Days) CTF is designed to mimic the real-life conditions where the contemporary vulnerabilities of information system are adopted as the contest problems. Moreover, depending on the contest scenario, the underlying infrastructure may change over time. In this way, competitors can practice to solve real-world problems for a variety of infrastructures. iCTF, the UCSB International Capture The Flag, targets on building a distributed, world-wide security contest for more students to join and learn attack and defense skills. The iCTF framework is also published for others to establish their own CTF contest. Thus, it may ease the difficulty to hold a CTF contest.

One important feature of CTF is gamification which makes the contests more interesting and attractive to students. Some CTFs try to make their contests more fun. PlaidCTF 2012 constructs the contest as the RPG (Role-Playing Game) game, shown in Figure 2, where competitors play the role as an adventurer to execute a mission that is indeed a security problem. Ghost in the shellcode CTF includes problems hosted on Pwnie Island since 2014. Pwnie Island is the first personal, open-world MMORPG (Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game). In the game, a competitor should complete the missions impossible unless game hacking techniques are used.

![Figure 2 RPG Style CTF in PlaidCTF 2012](image)

According to the authoritative CTF ranking site CTFtime, about 100 CTF contests are recorded and 16335 teams has registered till 2015. These CTF teams come from 64 different countries around the world. The trend of growing number of teams and CTFs is demonstrated in Figure 1. The blue line in the figure denotes the total number of teams registered to
CTFTime over the years. And the red line indicates the total number of CTFs held each year. As the figure demonstrates, the total number of teams participated in CTF grows from 90 in 2010 to 6197 in 2014, while the total number of CTFs also increases from 3 in 2010 to 57 in 2014. Note that, the data collected for 2015 is only up to August, and therefore the decrease in 2015 does not indicate the actual number.

III. DIFFERENT TYPES OF CTF

There are three types of CTF contests, Jeopardy, Attack and Defense, and King of the Hill. Consider the last two CTF types with the requirement of a stable network. They are mostly held in a closed environment and only a limited number of teams can join. Therefore, many CTFs hold Jeopardy-style CTF in the qualification round. Only the best teams can participate in the final round of CTF that is either in Attack and Defense or in King of the Hill style.

A. Jeopardy

Jeopardy shown in Figure 3 is the most common CTF type. Just like the TV shows with the same name, competitors will encounter several problems in different disciplines. In general, Jeopardy CTF includes the problems on pwn, reverse engineering, web security, forensics, and cryptography. Each problem has a score that indicates its difficulty. Once a competitor solves the problem, the associated score is earned. As a proof of problem solving, the flag hidden in the problem is discovered and submitted to the organizer as evidence.

![Figure 3 Scoreboard of Jeopardy CTF, Defcon CTF](image)

1) Pwn

In the pwn discipline, a vulnerable executable and the information of a remote server are given. With the executable, a competitor can analyze the executable offline and discover vulnerabilities such as buffer overflow, use-after-free, and format string. The exploit—an attack program based on the vulnerability—can be developed to steal the flag from the remote server.

2) Reverse

The reverse engineering problem often provides an executable with the flag hidden by the designed algorithm. With disassembly and decompiler tools, competitors need to understand the algorithm’s logic and unveil the key. For example, given the user validation program with unknown registration code, to generate registration code, the final flag can be unveiled after understanding the algorithm.

3) Web

Similar to the pwn problem, a remote web server with vulnerabilities is given. The difference is that the program is not given in most cases. Therefore, the black box analysis is needed to discover web vulnerabilities such as, SQL injection, cross-site scripting (XSS), and command injection.

4) Forensics

In forensic problems, the flag is hidden in the object given. The target objects vary from network packets, document files to disk images. Realizing the principle of system can help solve the problems. For example, a disk image is given, but the flag is inside a deleted file. Therefore, knowledge of the file system should be understood, and some forensic tools can be used to recover the deleted file.

5) Cryptography

Cryptographic problems usually contain the encrypted flag. While encryption, some weaknesses are involved in the cryptographic system. Competitors can therefore break the encryption algorithm and find the flag. Weak cryptographic algorithms, such as Vigenere cipher, can be broken by frequency analysis and brute force. Short key encryption and insecurely chosen prime numbers in RSA are some examples of the cryptographic problems.

B. Attack and Defense

Attack and Defense CTF is a verisimilar contest in contrast to Jeopardy. The competitors are put into a closed environment, trying to attack each other. The server, a.k.a. gamebox, is given to each team. Just like the real environment, several vulnerable services are deployed in the gamebox. The service can be any kind of network services, such as vulnerable websites, and socket program. Therefore, the basic requirement for a competitor is to maintain service availability and at the same time to compromise other team’s service.

To exercise the attack and defense skills, the whole life cycle of vulnerability, from vulnerability discovery to exploit development and service patch, is involved in the contest. Due to the identical environment given to each team, competitors need to analyze their service to discover the vulnerabilities. Then, the exploit code can be developed to steal the flag associated with each service as the evidence of successful compromise. At the same time, a competitor should protect his service from being compromised. Hence, patching the vulnerability is also an urgent task.

Attack and Defense CTF is a zero-sum game. If a team gains some score, the other team will lose the same score. Each service has three statuses: service alive, service down and service compromised. The minus points will be given for service down or service compromised. In the situation of service compromised, the losing score will be evenly given to the teams that successfully compromise this service. If a service is down, the score will be also evenly distributed to other teams whose service are still alive. Hence, the overall score remains the same during the contest.

As the real world, time is an important factor for the Attack and Defense CTF. The duration of competition is divided into several rounds, e.g. 5 minutes a round. In each round, the flag of each service is updated. Only the flag of current round is worth the score. Therefore, the earlier an exploit is developed, the more flags and higher score will be received. On the other
hand, patching the service earlier can mitigate the score loss in the early phase.

Not only the security skills can be trained in the Attack and Defense CTF, the system administration skill also plays an important role. Permission setting is the basic skill needed. With misconfiguration, the adversary can compromise the service. Monitoring system status to discover hidden backdoors and cleanup backdoor process is another important administrative work. Network packet analysis is not only used for defense but also used for attack. After understanding the attack method via network packet analysis, replay attacks may be possible by constructing other teams’ attack exploits.

In contrast to the Jeopardy CTF held online for competitors around the world to participate, the Attack and Defense CTF is often held in a designed and controllable environment due to its complexity. Therefore, only a limited number of teams can participate in the contest.

C. King of the Hill

King of the Hill is the CTF type derived from the Attack and Defense CTF. King of The Hill is also held in the closed environment. Each team also needs to attack other teams and patch vulnerable services. The key concept of King of the Hill is keeping the control over the system as long as possible. The limited number of services will be provided to competitors. All the competitors can access each service and discover its vulnerabilities. After competitors get control of the service, they can try to patch the service and prevent other teams to take it over. The longer a competitor controls the service, the higher score will he receive.

King of the Hill CTF is verisimilar to the real world situation where only one team can take control of a server. Just like website defacement, each team should put their identity in the service to prove the successful compromise. Different from the Attack and Defense CTF where every team successfully compromising the service can get score, only the team remains in control of the service can gain the score. Other team does not get any score even if they compromised the service.

To reflect the real situation, the infrastructure in the King of the Hill consists of services widely used in the real world, such as LAMP server, AD server, database server and web server. Therefore, an attacker should polish his attack method for each service and at the same time gets familiar with operations to patch the service.

IV. CTF AS EDUCATION FOR PRACTICAL OFFENSIVE SECURITY SKILL

To complement traditional security courses, CTF can educate students with verisimilar practices and real world problems. For the Jeopardy style CTF, competitors can learn a wide range of security problems, from web security to reverse engineering and software exploitation. In contrast, the Attack and Defense CTF focuses on the life cycle of vulnerability, thereby learning skills from vulnerability discovery to exploit development and software patching.

It takes time and effort to deploy new techniques, such as SDN and IoT, in the real world. However, CTF is based on the emulated environment, hence new techniques and platforms can be introduced more easily. For example, DEFCON final already used ARM architecture instead of x86 as the attack and defense architecture for several years. In Boston Key Party CTF, problems about SDN are given. Hence, not only practical but also advanced techniques can be exercised in the contests. CTF can also be the playground for new attack methods. While solving the problems, competitor can adopt advanced attack to bypass some defense mechanism. Several advanced attack methods already appeared in CTF contests. For example, SROP (SigReturn Oriented Programming) is the attack method proposed in S&P 2014. And several problems related to research topics, such as symbolic execution and sandbox breaking, are designed as problems in CTFs.

Moreover, experience and skills learned from CTF can help competitors realize and deepen their research. DARPA recently launched a project called CGC (Cyber Grand Challenge). CGC is aimed to be the first CTF played solely by machines. In the contest, competitors have to automate the process of vulnerability discovery and software patching. This is just one of the examples that shows the impact of CTF experience to the future research.

In summary, CTF can complement traditional security education to enhance offensive security training. Putting the competitors into the CTF and facing real problems can bridge the theory and the practice. While solving the problems, both offense and defense skills can be practiced. The infrastructure used in the CTF contest can be the best playground for competitors to exercise their security skills.
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